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nechanical devi ·emoval of foufr:w. from salmon 
cages was designed and de,veloped during the sumrner months of 1993/94 and 1994/95. 

Quantitative analysis of the efficacy of the cleaner was delayed by the need to develop a 
robust, non-destructive technique to ascertain the level of fouling on salmon nets. 
Development, testing and refinement of such a technique, was funded by Saltas during 
the summer of 1993/94. 

A. se:rif,2 on-going design rnodihcaticns to the prototy~)0 net , during the 
<"''JT;l'('Pl' c/' 1°94/95 have reSJo''vl in a svc:' 0'll cap"'ble of s1·,,-,..,1·0c<>•11··'1'\I ;·J11:u'1'no c.oul;ng-, .. :n.--1 .. ~ ... d,.,c r_'-,1 .• ..:... J , .,.:. ___ ., /\_... ,... ,_ J ....., ,_ .. _,,:, tt- t:J~ L -·"- 1,..a1..1 } , ~--'·-· ..,,.v ,e, 14 1 

net blockage of saimcr, nets, without necessitating tht n::meval of nets from 

These trials, including the development of the quantitative fouling analysis technique 
mentioned above, were designed and conducted in association with Mr Stephen Hodson, 
Department of Aquaculture, University of Tasmania at Launceston, and form part of his 
PhD research program. 
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HACKGROUND 

One of +l-~ major co-:ts incurred dun:"'::; farming 0c Attmtic salrno~ =~ net pens :"'. 
Tasmi ·1&. )Ives th::; c:, ,ol of aq. afr~ ':rganism:: grow cz ·1.:::t:c immern ·.1 ir> 

seawa,e~ 

At present, there are two main strategies employed to control biofouling on nets. The 
first involves replacing foHlr.;d nets with dean on~s, anrl then v 1ashin3 drying ::i.rv:f 

repairi; ;:., th::, .1ets in pi.·e::nration for nex;: net cha :ge ·1 his proce1:1 .. · ,: is very lat: ::ur 
intensi·,;e o. ~; leads to ;n::;-;:;a'~ed wear ard · ":-If on nets equipment :1creased risi 
of damage to, andior loss of, stock during each net change. During summer, when the 
rate of growth of fouling organisms is greatest, each net needs to be changed every 5 - 8 
days. ·when it is co~:;idered that tb;:!"'3 are in excf'!"'S of 300 per::; in use within tr-e 

industry, 0.1eed for suu: frequent ne:. changes clearly '. y1stitutes a rnasi.ive drain on 
resources. 

The second method of biofouling control occasionally employed at some sites within this 
industry i3 the application of antifouling ;;roducts to net:·,. Since its inception, Saltas hc'l.s 
been f";Searching the efficacy of varic:..ts marine antifoulants when ap1;lied to nets, 2.nd, 
equally irr:portantly, any effects these products may have on fish health, human health 

and/or the environment. To date, the product which has shown the best combination of 
these factors is a cuprous oxide (Cu2O)-based paint. However, although this product 
does offer significant retardation of net biofouling, there are a nurnber of factors ( eg. 
cost, physicaJ changes to nets, weighr) which render its use inappmpriate in most 
situations. 

The Tasmanian Atlantic salmon industry is keen to retain its image as a producer of pure, 
unpolluted foodstuffs and wishes to reduce, and eliminate where possible, reliance on 
environmentally foreign chemicals. It is felt that the development of a mechanical, in 

situ, net cleaner will, in addition to increasing efficiency of production, be a positive step 
in this direction. 
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cm,JECTIVES 

The over<>1! aim of thi~ ~rciect was tc rlesign and m?~·.•fa.r:'ture a pr~t,:-t.,pe mechan·,...~1 

device. i.":·'. /dtu cleat1ing. salmon rt 1;-.-

Inter:nediate afrns v;ere as follows: 

L To determine a practical mechanism bv which biofouling organisms can be removed 
fro;.' sairL on nets, ..-,1itbo: t necessi: '. in.g : emoving 

n. To design and commission an automated system by which a suitable net deaning 
device can be applied, in situ, to salmon nets. 
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION 

:Prelimiri::i~ investigBtions conduct~d l;y Saltas tl,-1:ririg 1992/93, •nto oper2tin!! 
param:':t~.:-s 'x in sit,: :··: >Jval of b;o/,,..:'.;ng fron resulted design ,md 
comm;:::,ic: .. 'ii.;,g of ad,·, ·Jf ~rated, h./ brush+:.· This, : ·vfJ designe,:1 
al!ou; easy intetchange of brushes, thus facilitating evaluation of the cleaning efficacy of 
brushes with different bristle charncteristics. 

Six brn ,· . d' . , ·c.s m 1ca~c;ci · ;.w) were ::,rnnufactured tbis work. 

,~~:tl:::tiffi1ess-(no~na
1

I rati~)-- -7 
rr===,~.,,~,=~•=::;====~=-··-··. j "~o~"-~ ''Iv[edium" 

1 "Har~:~ 

Bristle ieng'., 25 ("shor::") 

(mm) 
45 ("long") 

Bristle types and lengths were chosen for their antic,pated range of abrasive actior: 
against biofouling and netting material. 

Eariy trials on fouled nets revealed that, of the bristle types selected, the longer, softer 
bristles were very effective at removing fouling organisms from net surfaces. It should 
be noted that while the shorter, harder bristles were also very effective at removing 
fouling organisms, they also caused significant damage to the net n1aterial. Thus, the 
former bristle type was selected for the next phase of this project; viz the development of 
a prototype net cleaner. 

One of the major problems concerning research into biofouling dynamics on salmon nets 
is the large variation between fouling communities forming on nets placed in the water 
on the same day and on different areas of individual nets. This large variation makes it 
necessary for large numbers of samples to be collected for statistically significant 
quantification of fouling levels to be achieved. In previous years, analysis of fouling 
levels has been performed either by removing and weighing fouling organisms from net 
panels, or by removing sections of net for Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) 
examination. Both these methods are very time consuming and destructive, making 
quantitative analysis of large numbers of samples impractical. Destructive sampling also 
renders temporal analyses of fouling development, an integral part of the rnechanical net 
cleaning trials, impossible. Thus, the development of a rapid, non-destructive technique 
for quantifying fouling levels on nets was given high priority. 

A novel technique allowing non-destmctive sampling and rapid processing of samples 
was developed during the summer of 1993/94 (Hodson et al. in preparation: Appendix 
1). This technique involves "sampling" nets in situ by means of underwater macro
photography and analysing the photographs with image-analysis computer software. The 
development of this technique has made possible a more detailed assessment of the 
efficacy of the prototype net cleaner than would have othenvise been possible. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH lV!ETHODOLOGY 

Protofyp;c. f5 e:velopm,::nt 

When .::c >:Iering pos. ., ,:: c:esign pa, :x\"'t~:rs for th';': c,totype net a decisi·: 
had to be made as to whether the proposed cleaner 1Nould be aimed at removing fouling 
organisms from heavily fouled nets, or at keeping dean nets relatively clean. Discussions 
with the c0nsulting engineer" suggested th~ second orytkm 'Nould be th~ l'T10St practical, 
in terr:;." .)f both complexity of desir , 111d overall efficienc'.' To this en(, a 
number of· ials using brush test ;,:::re conduc,,i, 'Nhereby 8. .;~lsr.c-~te area of 
recently changed net was lightly brushed on a ;,veekly basis for 3 weeks. Results showed 
that, despite significant regro'Ari:h of fouling between cleanings, regular light brushing 
maintained relatively low fouling levels (Hodson 1994; Appendix 2). 

This c-u:tcor::J~; had a s1grnficant bea1jng design pararneters for the _rJtototype net 
cleaner. The fact that softer bristles were found to be effective against relatively heavy 
fouling meant that the cleaner would require less motive power, and would therefore be 
lighter, than one designed to operate using stiff bristles. The final design for the 
prototype cleaner (Figures ) &2) was deve!oped by Saltas, in conjunction °.v1th consultant 
engine':ors (1erratec .A.sia-Pacific Hobart, Tasnrnnia), fo'.Jowing extensive 
consultaticn vvith farm managers. 

The basic design for the prototype net cleaner is a hand rail-mounted gear-box which 
powers twin, contra-rotating drive shafts. The drive shafts connect to vertical brush-
lines which hang against the inside surface of the net. The gearbox also provides power 
to two drive--wheels which move the cleaner around the hand rail (Figures 1&2). Each 
brush-line consists of four brushes, linked by specially designed plastic bushes to allow 
the twin brush lines to curve with the net. 

The prototype cleaner was designed to be powered by a boat-mounted hydraulic unit, 
powered by a 5 hp petrol-motor. This was not necessarily the final, nor best, 
configuration, but conformed with existing facilities at Saltas1 marine farm at Dover. 

Two types of brushes, using either 0.76 mm or 1.01 mm diameter polypropylene bristles, 
were manufactured for this project (P&C Brushes, Melbourne). All brushes consisted of 
55 mm (effective length) bristles punched, at medium density, into an 800 mm long, 40 
mm diameter polyethylene core, yielding an overall brush diameter of 150 mm. Each 
brush line consists of 4 brushes made with the same bristle type, and arranged so that the 
line with the stiff er bristles was the first to contact the fouled net. 

To further simplify design considerations, and to keep design and manufacture costs to 
reasonable levels, it was decided to keep constant the ratio between the speeds at which 
the unit moved along the hand rail and at which the brushes rotated. The final ratio 
chosen (unit speed -0.3 m min-1; brush rotation speed 25 :rpm), yielded a strike rate per 
unit length ratio of ~40 (i.e. each metre of net contacts the equivalent of -40 metres of 
bristles per brush-line). 

Detailed field trials of the prototype mechanical net c!eaner commenced in September 
1994. However, prior to actual testing of the effectiveness of the mechanical cleaner 
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against fouled netting, substantial modifications were required, as hitherto unfi::ireseen 
design problems came to light. The nature of these problems, and their solutions, are 
detailec:. (Result:~ ;)iscussim~.: ·)nee these r, ... o:_j: ~cations ha{ ·,~n made, a:,::: 
the pn was reli2J):; .:-,,.ough to v,, •.1out risk ,::2 .. ,;1age eiH"' ·•o ;: self or tc 
net to ~:eaned, i:r~a .. ;: to ascertain L:. ~fficacy at . .;;,:: ... 0°.ring foulin.g ::..·6anisms ft c:~. 
salmon nets commenced. 

Foulin/ "ma1.yses 

Analyses fouling ·yere ... ,erformed us~::.g one of tYo methods. majority 
sampling was pertormed using the non-destmctive underwater photography/image
analysis technique developed for the current and other biofouling-related projects. 
Details :-dating to tb": devf.lopment c-c- this techniC:';;, and to its apr,lication in +.'"'e 
assessment ,yr the efficacy the prototype :'Jet cleaner ar": jven in Apperidix A (Hodson 
et al. i;i preparation). 

Sample sites, selected at random in the same manner as for the image analysis technique, 
were destmctively sampled for the final trial All fouling present on selected sites was 
remov,~d frm·1 the net, in ::;itu, and stored in ambient setwater until processing ( <24 
hours post sampling). "Net weights were determined by blotting diy the sample, tc 
remove excess water, and weighing to 0.01 g. 
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Development 

x the original p. · '~aner is shown i:; Initial trials 
1cvealed a 1:tumber of design fau1.ts whic1i required modifica~1011 piior w assessment of 
the cleaning efficacy of the unit. These modifications were an integral part of the 
development of the prototype, and are discussed bekhv. 

• Brush line twisting 

torque reactions resul:":~ lhe brush-lines twistir,g .~ruund uich other. This 
in one line of brus1-,~s being lifo~d away from th,: net ::;ther buckling 

~rway from the net. Alun::i',··, 1n side ar:'.S (600 x 150 x 2 mm) 3) designed 
counter the twisting mci;·cnt, were attached to both side5: 1,:;ach c:onnecting bush. 

• End piece separation 

The stainless-steel brush end pieces, designed to provide purchase between the 
brushes and connecting bushes were found to easily become separated from the 
brushes to which they were attached. To counter this, each end piece was firmly 
attached to a brush by means of two 50 mm stainless-steel self-tapping screws. 

* I'·J et tangling 

The concept of contra-rotating brushes was to prevent loose net between the brush 
lines becoming tangled around the brushes. In practice it u;as found that tangling of 
the net did occur, even when using well weighted, 150 ply netting. This was due to 
loose net on either side of the prototype net cleaner being drawn in towards the 
brushes. It was therefore necessary to construct a "frame" around the two brush 
lines, consisting of side bars (Figure 4) and wire lacing (Figure 5). This configuration 
proved to be very effective when using heavy (96-150) ply netting, but did not 
consistently prevent smaller ply netting from wrapping around the brushes. It was 
also necessary to carefully tie together the edges of netting overlaps and gates, so 
that the net to be cleaned was kept tau.t. Any loose netting, or •arge open areas 
within folds were every likely to become caught in the brushes 

e lnsuffir::ient brush pressure on near vertical nets 

At times, especially when the salmon net was hanging near-vertically, there was 
insufficient contact between brushes and fouling to have any significant effect on 
fouling levels. To counter this problem, weighted (-1. 5 kg) aluminium lever arms 
(200 x 65 x 6 mm) (Figure 6) w0re attached at each connecting bush. These 
provided sufficient force to maintain contact between the brushes and fouling 
organisms. 
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Brnsh angle 

particular care was c;vhen preparing the net the final angle 
the drive shafts B::HJ top was too great to be . : ,,:c1odated by the 

plastic bushes. ,=::ach .,<,:ce bushes was rerla,:cG a s:eel universal 
JC:int (I~g:..re 7), one end \v;;;.::., nelded to a drivi: _J~clt, wh.ik ~:1e other was 
securely connected to the top brush in each brush line. In some cases (eg. when 
operating the prototype net cleaner on a smaller pen), it was impossible to arrange 
the net to provide a suitable contact angle for the net cleaner. An aluminium spacer, 
attached to the bottom of the main drive unit (Figure 8), decreased the contact angle 
sufficiently to allow the cleaner to operate normally. 

~ Des(c·uc:1on of plastic busres 

After several hours servict, 't v1.ras founcl that the plastic bus•JC3 between the second 
s.nd third brushes were becomin;z badly damaged by the sL:.it1lfss-steel brush end
pieces (Figure 9), resulting in breakage of the central cables. Replacement of these 
damaged plastic bushes with stainless-steel bushes remedied this problem. 

• Insufficient removal of fouling 

Analysis of the results from the fouling removal trial (Appendix 1) found no 
significant difference in blockage before and after cleaning (P=O. 75, i\NOVA). The 
prototype net cleaner used in this trial did remove some fouling from the net during 
operation. However, contact between the cleaning brushes ac1.d the netting was 
insufficient to remove material close to the net. Consequently, the cleaner effectively 
cropped off the upper fraction of the fouling community, but left the lower structures 
unaltered, resulting in no significant reduction in net blockage. 

Further modification of the cleaner, achieved by removing -5 mm from the bottom 
(closest to the net) side of the plastic connecting bushes, provided greater contact 
between the brushes and net. Operation of the prototype net cleaner under this new 
configuration resulted in a significant increase in cleaning efficiency. A trial, 
incorporating a destructive sampling strategy, demonstrated that a significantly 
greater amount of fouling (v.ret weight) was removed from an established community, 
with the fouling reduced from 5.9±1.3 g/100 cm2 to 3.3±0.7 g/100 cm2 and from 4.9 
±2. l g/100 cm2 to 0.8±0.5 g/100 cm2 using the original and modified configurations 
respectively (Figure l 0). 

o Insufficient clearance along hand-rail 

It was necessary to slightly modify the brackets for drive mechamsm to allow the unit 
to negotiate thin ropes and other small protuberances on the hand.rail. It is 
suggested that the drive system for subsequent models be designed to allow it to 
negotiate larger ropes and stanchion attachments ( eg. larger diameter drive.wheels 
with a high friction tread). 
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General Discussion 

This proi~Gt has seen th~ successfui devP.lopment of ft nrototype devicA which can trnGk 
aroun-1 ·c- ':tnd-rail d. i' .... Jlar-circle fish-pen 'rnd .. aificantlv the lev ·J cf ' ., 
foulin1:;,,,·,,,':::ti."'d block[;,, salmon n . :~ : ~ Jwever, am a mm. 
to be considered prior to pursuing the design ar:d ~evelopment of the next mock~l/s. 

Size ac?,.1 we';;ht of tt·": clr:.? .er 

It is fl')V! i>,;ught that, to considfr;:1tk·::s detailed )'IN, any futwf rn ~,dels could 
designed to be significantly smaller and lighter than the prototype, which ·weighs about 
150 kg. . 

The prctotype cleaner usr;;d during 'r>ese trials w,;s de:iberately c·sr designed, '::; 
withstand maximum c,_itput of the hycL:,,ulic power In it::? fo-;.a1 ~:onfigurntion., 
the clear.et required 2.. :"ydraulic pressure of up to 900 ~si for cleaning fouled nets. 
is about half of the maximum rated output of the power pack (i.e. 2100 psi @ -5 .5 hp ). 
Based on these figures, it has been estimated that the strength of the gearbox and drive 
shafts co;Jd be safely red1.!ced to bring their final weight to around T}.80 kg (To.:1y 
Peach, Terratec Asia-Pacific Pty. Ltd., pen;. comm.). 

Preliminary trials (T. Lewis/S. Hodson, unpublished data) have also shown that 
operating the prototype net cleaner with only one brush line results in satisfactory 
removal of fouling from nets. The origin~l concept behind running two, contra-rotating 
brush Enes was to prevent tangling of 1-:etting in the brushes. As discJssed earlier, :his 
original system did not prevent netting from outside the brush-lines from being drawn 
into the brushes. It was therefore necessary to build a "frame" around the brushes to 
prevent tangling, thus negating the need to run two brush lines. Subsequent trials 
showed that by running only one brush line, the hydraulic operating pressure was 
reduced to -700 psi. Design of a gearbox to operate at this lower pressuce would result 
in yet further weight savings. More importantly, the overall size and complexity of the 
gearbox could be significantly reduced, as the current dimensions of the gearbox, and 
design of the gears themselves, are made necessary by the need to run two brush lines, 
whose centres of axis are separated by 20 cm. 

It should be noted that the operating pressures mentioned above relate directly to brush 
lines configured as detailed earlier. Arq changes to this configuration will alter the 
power required to operate the cleaner. 

Extraction of dislodged fouling material 

It is acknowledged that extraction of dislodged fouling material from the water-column 
will be important for 3 main reasons viz.° 

1. to minimise recolonisation of the net by dislodged fouling organisms 

n. to minimise irritation of the fishes gill by dislodged material 

m. to minimise impact on the environment 
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However, this issue should not be addressed until a final design for the cleaning head and 
traclrJng syster:.1 has been reached. 

Farm 1·,2· ·c: ·;ement co.'. ~ ":of,:'cions 

At present, it is envisaged each ;:1et cleaner will be used to service s~veral pens. 
However, individual farm managi;ment practices will determine final usage patterns. The 
prototj';Y~ cieaner wat desii::· ed to ope,·dte on a salmc : pE;'' mencurr ~)err:c oy extranr:, 1Js 
structLr':s on, or adjac1;:" to, the ham. ;·ail {eg. bird mooring feeder po:.0::: 
etc). Thi:: :::ituation is rare -::::,.1 commercir.: .;almon faEns in Tasmani,~ lt always 
acknowledged that an iterative co-evolution of both net cleaner and pen design would be 
necessary for the full potential of this system to be realised. It is therefore imperative 
that fot-_·r:;; design wo'·~,:: ocr0.r in full cc~1.suitation wit fam; managers ctnd stafl~ as 
are the ones ;cor whom th;:; system is bei~~g rl~signed. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

Control of biofouling on nets is estimate(! to cost the Tai;m::i,nian Atlantir. salmon industry 
in the of $800,0Cli Succe: ;f,_1; __ i--.velopme· • of :lie proto-,,:,:·'"; n·::: cleaner ·• ~, :: 
practi.-.;aL ':;:: n-based would :-:ignificar': s: . .,;ngs forth: ,try alom. 

Sin1iJaf Savt"ng•c r re Jj! el C'.Qf nt!~ - Pell-ha (i j iq t 1°eS 0 fl A n"t Ji ( t s:, f'. rr, ;Ilg 1°fl .. ..... ., a. , ... K y 11 •.• ,e1 p Se .. ll{, ... S.f ! r~u.),ra .... a eg. Ul.:..~ .,a._D, 
South Australia, Barramundi farming in Queen.slam!.). 

The po[e,::ia.1 for sale ne. cleaners to 0v1': ·seas ind· •:;tri:"'' has not h:"'':;H f~: :;ertainec. bn 
could :tS9)med to be c:.i::h greater t;rnn ·.vithin Aust1L~21. 
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

The res11lts of the pres':'nt study (con~~ryt_ design a:n.-1 ,erformance 0f th~ prototyp~ in 

Sl·tu •· 0•t -'.'\>,ner) st.:rJ··-: -: ·-,e cons1·r1P ""< ~onfiden :al .:·1·1 the of fu.":-h'"" "-~-·_.,.. ./ .•. _,:.&. { __ ,. u_,.__ __,. ._, .... _,:.._,,_, ... __ -J ,_._ ~ __ . ., 1 ..... _, , _____ ....,..1 

deveky:,·~r:,i::., if any, be clarified. 

lt is important to protect t:he Fisheries Research & Development Corporation and 
Tasmanian salmon farming industry's investments to dat::: without stifling further 
develc.,-n,.:c.1·,i of a fiull· - S,r·u··.: "'nal com1~·,·"'r·,,:cii produc· , _ _,,,_".._""' ...... .> J ,_..,_ r· •• ,~---.-..J J _ _. __ ,_._\_., ,,._1.!_,'..r.- .l ., __ 

In this cc.:.i.ext, the Tasm;;:.rian Ath"ntic :.;almon f.ar:,:J.1,1g :ndustry expt:a3 to retai:1 a 
proportion of any intellectual property rights in acknowledgment of its role in the 
development of the prototype mechanical net cleaner. In the event that a working 
produc·: ;s marketed L,y a ;ornmercia1 company, it :, en 11isaged tha~ such inteHec/, 
prope:.-ty ril1.ts would u,:'.tle members of the Tasmar::; -. salmon farr,1in,g industry to 
purchase !he products.~ a di~,counted n:.te f\1rthermorf; 1t is expectec: Lhat i.he Tasmani 01r, 
salmon farming industry would receive some form of agreed royalty on any other sales. 
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'"EC!-I:Nl(,iiL SUMMARY 

organisms can be 
:o net structure, t-y 

r(;rnoved from sahr ~~ ,: 
-~<:,:meted and used as 

'-"-1ith negligible 

.. c'."ical brushes ~-- ).ypropylene brist 0. 76 mm or 
1.01 mm diameter, 55 mm (effective length) punched, at medium densi~y, into &r: 
800 nun long, 40 mm diameter polyethylene core, yielding an overall brnsh 
diameter of 150 mm. 

• brushes revoiving around a vertical axis at a strike rate per unit length ratio of 
- .1.() (i.e. each metre of r,f:; ... ::1~;cts the equivalent c? metres d bristles per 
:- '"'::l·,--line). 

2. c:ontrn-rotating brush-lir;F. a;·e ver;1 ~ffective at removing from nets. 
iI,:,wever, a single brusr: line also significantly fouling-related net 
bloclrnge. Designs incorporatfr,g ~;ingle brush line wiU . .,.. ,• 11 d 3:t:/'iacamly sma er an 
lighter than those using twin brush-lines. 

3. The transmission linkage connecting drive shafts to brushes, and between individual 
brushes, needs to be robust and able to operate at angles of up to -30° from the 
vertical. Standard universal joints are adequate for this purpose, but a system 
whereby brushes can be quickly and easily separated is recommended. This would 
enable subsequent models of net cleaner to be broken cm:vn into sm2.IJer units, and 
thus allow it to be deployed by only l or 2 people. 

4. Nets need to be set-up so as to be ~aut and angled in from the hand rail for optimum 
performance of the net cleaner. This is not unusual practice on Tasmanian Atlantic 
salmon marine farms. However, to minimise net-management considerations ( eg 
labour and equipment considerations while preparing nets for cleaning), brush lines 
should be encased in some kind of framework. This will minimise the risk of nets 
becoming entangled in the brushes. 
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Figure 3. Prototype net cleaner showing lateral, aluminium side arms, designed to help 
stop twisting of brush lines 

Figure 4. Close-up of join between brushes on one brush line showing aluminium side 
bars, designed to help prevent net tangling 
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Figure 5. Close-up of gap between parallel brushes on two brush line showing stainless 
steel wire lacing, designed to help prevent net tangling 

Figure 6. View of parallel brush lines showing aluminium lever arms (pointing 
vertically in this picture) designed to hold - 1. 5 kg weights and thus to 
increase pressure of brushes against fouling organisms 
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Figure 7. Close-up of join between drive shaft and the top brush of one brush line 
showing the universal joint used to replace the uppermost plastic bushes 

Figure 8. Aluminium spacer designed to reduce the contact angle between the top 
brushes and nets on some pens 
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Figure 9. Close-up of plastic bushes damaged by the stainless steel end pieces of the 
drive shafts 
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ABSTRACT 

Close .. nderwate 9L tography 

e cited v. \:h . ::>ennissi 

image were 

. ,1is tech:,:c:.;1:, illows 

,1 author .. 

to qu,: ·;t,:y 

, .:Jn-destrn:: .· :,-1e 

sampling of cages in situ for the determinatior; of tempora1 and spatial changes in 

fouling. The area of net blockage can be easily determined, allowing rapid evaluation of 

cleanin,.: ,:·,· antifoulin~ L ,~r'>,rmance. (_,; f:;, ... 

KEY vVORDS: Imagi: 3.11alysis, fish-cage;:; 

INTRODUCTION 

Fouling on netting has previously been quantified by wet weights of test panels (e.g. 

Milne, 1975) or of communities removed from cages (e.g. Cheah & Chua, 1979; Lee et 

al., 1985). However, the removal of fouling material from cages is destructive, time 

consuming and, given the shape and structure of netting, is awkward. The occlusion of 

netting has been assessed either subjectively (e.g. Huguenin & Ansuini, 1981) or by the 

measurernent of seawater exchange with a current meter (e.g. Gormican, 1988). Our 

experience in Tasmanian waters is that significant differences in fouling occur at different 

depths and sides of cages, and between adjacent cages. Given this high degree of 

variability, considerable effort must be made to obtain sufficient samples to ensure 

accuracy. Sensitivity is also required for some triais, such as for the comparison of 

similar antifoulants or daily fouling growth. 

The quantification of sessile aquatic macroorganisms has recently been conducted 

through image analysis (e.g. Ben-Zion et al., 1991; Rahav et al., 1991; Wright et al., 

1991; Haddad & Ormond, 1994). Wright et al. (1991) used image analysis to quantify 

tubeworm fouling on flat panels removed from the water, a method ,Nhich resulted in 

substantial time-savings over manual counting techniques. They identified three critical 

factors for the successful use of computers to quantify fouling: sufficient contrast 

between substratum and fouling, homogeneity of colour or texture in the substratum, and 

the absence oflight reflection during image capture as this reduces contrast. 
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analysis of of net fouling enal · -:, large 

''.':: samples to be take,. c:,1a\3r:d quickly, compe.0saj;,;: 

'.",r,:, ;::~ v::_.~iability in the fo. _;:ig c::J ··· 'ties. It also provide:: 

~'.:)ulin, Hows dominant .dentified and cc. 

ni.: .. • jers of non

the high degree 

·· D.snent record of 

:>· mits multiple 

sampling of the s&~ne area. iu samples are recorded in siiu the reduction ir1. I:J.esh area 

can also be quantified, and related to the reduction in water exchange. This paper 

describes a method for image analysis of close-up underwater photographs of net fouling 

to quantify fouling removal and regrowth. 

'i'ERIALS AND METHGL~ ~'. 

Trial l: Fouling Regeneration Trial 

A 65 m circumference cage (96 ply, 25 mm bar, cleaned black netting) was immersed on 

1 November, 1993, and mechanically cleaned in situ on 11, 17 and 24 November. Nine 

cable ties were placed at 6-bar intervals across the sample area at both 1 and 1. 5 m 

depth, to identify 18 sample siteE: for repeated observation. ,;:::·botographs ,;1ere taken on 

24 November (immediately aftei· deaning), 26 November cmd 1 Decernber, using a 

Nikonos--V camera with an SB-103 strobe, 1:3 macro-extension tub~ and lOOASA film. 

To increase background contrast a black sheet was suspended behind the netting for 

photography (Fig. 1 ). However, this background proved difficult to distinguish from 

clean black netting, so in subsequent work a blue sheet was used (Fig. 2). 

Trial 2: Fou.ling Removal Trial 

A 65 rn circumference cage (96 ply, 22 mm bar, new white netting) was immersed on 30 

September, 1994, and mechanically cleaned in situ on 16 N overnber and 14 December. 

On the northern face of the cage 2 blocks were marked for sampling, one from 20-70 cm 

depth and one from 100-150 cm depth. Each block was divided into 2 replicate sections 

each 90 mesh-holes wide (2m) by 20 high. Photographs were taken on 13 December and 

15 December to evaluate the efficacy of fouling removal by the cleaner. Both times 12 

randomly-iocated sites (each 6 by 4 rnesh holes, Fig. 3) in the sample sections were 

photographed twice. To reduce shadowing effects (Fig. 2, arrow A), a second SB-103 

strobe was added to the camera. To increase the field of view (Fig. 3), a Nikonos close

up outfit (1 :4.5) was substituted for the macro-frame. 
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... · .. .;:;.t0gmf,l:i., vvere scanned iritv a •• ...olVi-pc computer (8048(.,....,;~-66) \'viu: an Epson® 

GT-6500 scanner and the software Epson SGan! (V. 1.30). To remove biue material 

outside the sample area (Fig. 2, arrow B) the edges were trimmed from each photograph 

(Fig. 3). The photographs from trials 1 and 2 represent cage areas of 56 mm X 38 mm, 

and 160 mm X 107 mm, respectively. The field of view for all photography was fixed by 

a [ran,~ :-it: ·:i.ched to either the or dose-up outfit, and 
,1 

rne ,::;ould be determin:;;,5 Photogrn;_;' s from trial l (e g. Fig l 

absolute size of 

scanned at a 

of 75 dots per inch Due to the difference in sea!(\ the irnages from trial 

2 Fig 3) were scanned at · w obtain comparable; r:3~;,)ution. To identify 

clearly the black mesh holes in the photographs from trial 1, the images were edited with 

Adobe Photoshop ™ (V. 2. 5 .1) to give a distinct biue colour. 

Image analysis was conducted using IDRJSI (V.4.1) to determine the area (cm2) 

of open mesh in each photograph. JDRISI is a geographic information and image

processing system developed at Clark University, Massach:1sstts, USA. Four IDRISI 

modl'l~s were used for fouling analysis. Images were first converted into IDRISI format 

(from 24-bit TIFF format) using the BIPIDRIS module. During the conversion process, 

images are separated into 3 colour bands so the module CO:rvlPOSIT was used to 

produce a 216-colour composite image. Each pixel in the image thus had a numeric 

value (from O to 215) which represented its colour. With the RECLASS module the 

value 9 (bright blue) was assigned to all areas in the image that contained values 

corresponding to the range of blues in the background. The AREA module was then 

used to measure the area covered by pixels with a value of 9. These 4 modules can all be 

used from the command line in MS-DOS®, and were included in 2 batch files so they ran 

automaticaily, and repetitively, on the collection of scanned images. The measured value 

from each photograph was saved during processing. 
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t· .. ~\ID DISCUSSICJ··r 

4) demonstrate':; · k.age of netting 

a ~ amot1nt of bloc>::a.rse et >han 1.5 m. At 1 r~~ :1re:a of the n1esh 

decreased by 37~{- in 7 days, from 6.48±0.11 crn\apprnximately the total area for two 

clean mesh holes) to 4.10±0.37 cm2. By determiniag the rate of fouling grmvth and 

regeneration during different seasons a minimum time interval between cleaning can be 

recommended. The usefulness of this data could be fu.rther enhanced through correlation 

,.,c_,,.,"J, 'hlr-~lra·ge (~1·g 4) w1·th r.,,-t .. ,....:,..._ :n W"'te1· f1ow 
-~ A -~i.:t,/~,-~,. ,,JJ';.)t,J,ii.',;.. J.. • \.,,_,t,.;·:j_'-'"/.'•-•},J_ 1!. fi • 

1\rc2.lysis of the fouling -~rnoval (Fig. 5) found :,o sign,£, .. ;-n.t difference in 

rn:,a1 blockage before and cle,rning (f=0.75, ANOVA). de,mer used in this 

{a different machine from tha-: 1) did remove ~c·rr;,~ i'c,uling from the net 

during operation. However, contact between the cleaning brushes and the netting was 

insufficient to remove material close to the net. Consequently, the cleaner cropped the 

upper fraction of the fouling community, but left the lower structures unaltered, resulting 

in no reduction in net blockage. 

For the fouling-removzd trial each site within ;:; replicate :section was 

photographed twice and both pictures were used for image analysis. The open area (cm2) 

for each site was then calculated as the mean of each pair of pictures. The data from the 

four sections before cleaning were analysed as a nested ANOVA; this indicated that the 

pairs of photographs within each site contributed only 1 .4% of the total variance, 

whereas the sites within each section accounted for 31.1 %. This large variation among 

sites, but relative precision of the pairs of photographs, shows that the resources would 

be better allocated by taking only one photograph per site and doubling the number of 

sites. This design improvement was confirmed by estimates of the expected variance of 

the means for two experimental designs (Sokal & Rohlf, 1981, p. 309); if 12 sites were 

sampied per section and eacl; photographed twice, the expected between-section 

variance is 4.6, however, if 24 sites are used and each photographed once the variance is 

only 2.4. 

In the fouling-removal trial, different sites were rneasured before and after 

clea!1ing. However, as the image analysis technique is non-destructive, this type of trial 

could be improved, but by repeated rneasures sampling, rather than by increasing the 

number of sites. That is, the same 12 randomly-located sites could be photographed 

before and after the treatment and directly compared. 
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Difc. ences between 

The two sections i,1 

cleaning; P=. 8 ·; 

.6 before; P=.or 

·.:;r,,1],.~ate sections m the .,:mg rezt, .. · al trial were 

70 cm depth) we::: :10~ : :;!;1 if11.:z.ntly different 

however, there wet··. differences 

~~n the 2 sectior·: ~100-150 cm 

depth). Thus, although relatively intense sampling is needed within a sectior:, it is ab: 

important to have a fast sampling technique that pennits examination of more than one 

section, as large-scale spatial variation occurs. 

Image analysis of underorqt;:.r nhotographs 1s an e'.:'~~' ?nd rapid method for 

quanU/c1·:; '.he blockage of netting the initial fouling 1 'et cages. Four 

rolls of (36 exp.) can be withir :: '1ours, thereby co,.1ering 2.1, ; ,ea of 3064 cm2 

2 h ,i 1:3 macro frame, or crn with a 1:4.5 close--up The photograp, s 

froff1 1 rol.1 of film can be scannecl the computer within rninutes. The image 

analysis required for l film took l h for the 75 dpi images, and 4 h for 150 dpi images. 

However, this processing requires no interaction from the user once the batch file has 

been executed. 

This technique can be difficult to apply with some types of fouEng. Compound 

ascidians are transparent and so c::i.n not be recognised against the blue bacl<::ground (Fig. 

2, lcwer mesh hole). Long fiiamentous forms of algae are difficult to photograph and 

assess for mesh occlusion as their form w;l!. vary greatly with different rates and direction 

of water flow. 

The application of image analysis to determine open areas in netting is simpler 

than counting fouling organisms on flat panels, as the organisms may overlap or have 

little contrast with the panel surface (Wright et al., 1991 ). The ability to measure fouling 

in situ is advantageous, as repeated removal of the substrate from water may alter 

fouling communities (Schoener and Greene, 1981 ). A further benefit of the method is 

that photographs are taken dose to the netting, this allows samples to be recorded in 

dar!c: or turbid waters. Furthermore, the area of any colour in a photograph can be 

quantified with IDRISI, and thus the areas of different coloured fouling may be 

determined. The ability to sample fouling in situ and non-destructively, together with the 

creation of a permanent photographic record, combine to provide an excellent tool for 

net-fouling analysis. 
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CAPTIONS 

tu photographs ,1et . J be used for imrg:':' 

(1) Fouling grnvvth dominated by the red alga Antithamnion, 1 d after deaning. i\ black 

sheet suspended behind the netting increased background contrast with fouling. Bar = 1 

cm; (2) A blue sheet behind the netting provided marked contrast with both the fouling 

caused by 

the use only one strobe. B: rnateri,t:~-1 Dutside the 2 mesh holes in sample area 

left after cleaning 

during trial 2. The blue material outside the sample area was cut from the photograph 

prior to scanning. The removed material was replaced by a white background. Bar = 5 

cm. 

Fig. 4 Occlusion by fouling organisms during the 7 days following c:eaning (24 Nov - 1 

Dec). Each point represents the mean of 9 samples. Bars= 95% confidence levels. 

Fig. 5 The mean area (n=12) of open mesh in each sample block, before and after 

cleaning. Bars = 95% confidence levels. 
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Figures 1-3. 
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In situ meG 
.. ;ation of the , .. , ·\~.~:;ter and dev~~ ~~nt of an 

naty~'., ;echnique 

STEPHEN L HODSON 

Department of /.\quaculture, University of Tasmania at Launceston, 
P.O. Box 1214, Launceston, Tasmania 7250. 

~h N' f hn' . . h . I l . C' h d C' J, e en1ea;;y o a tee 1que m siil1 ,;,,~ amca c eanm.:0 Oi, neIEo, met .o s 1or 
fouling removal an·I , tgrowth, Wf:re evaluated at Salt2.s I\1arin1;; Operations in 

. The deaning equipment, cons:r::ing of a rotating brush, found to remove aH 
fou.!ing from the surfaces with which i.he bristles came into cor1tacL Both hydroid and 
algal fouling were easily removed, and repeated weekly cleaning kept fouling to a 
minimum. The soft, long bristles used with the cleaner did not cause any damage to the 
netting. 

A technique employing close-up underwater photography and image analysis was 
developed tc quantify the area of net blockage by the fouling. This ter;;1nique allows 
rapid, non-destructive sampling cages in situ for the detc:;rmination of temporal and 
spatial changes in fouling. The area of net blockage can be determined within 24 hours 
following collection of samples (photographs), allowing rapid :esting of cleaning 
techniques. This has proven to be an excellent tool for evaluation of mechanical cleaning 
and could equally well be applied to comparisons of antifoulaa1ts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The rapid rlevelopment of biofouling on sl'!!mon-cages in Tasmania tJJ~.ce,;~itates ±1-equent 
remo,·!:'J '';tting frc,, vater fo1 11g. This and cap;·-•· in; 0 nsive prn,:s~.s 
is a c·,n::,,{,_c,cnt cost ro industn -··,;''ng must ··p· to a ,-r;\·.:,1 : 1m to e:','ll:";'e U-:"> .. ,.,\,,.-.,-/.,c:, ·,· ll. J' / .. ··-~ . .'. _.' l .Jl~,...0 •• : •• :. __ ,,,._ • .,,.,. ,,,,._1,.~.,.•.,,' 

adequate water flow through netting, in order to supply dissolved oxygen and remove 
excess food and waste produch: (Cheah and Chua, 1979; Lee et al., 1985). Furthermore. 
the weight of a large fouling :::ommunity can hamper net changing and may result in 
strucL1ral .dure. Th~ F, 1ltJ-filamen: ne'., : g material i:s i_,nfortuna :::!y ? .. ·. ideal fOL,iH':.fl 
substra:f: a3 it is noa-c;,xic, conta::~· many crevic':os mich can and prc,1C;Ct 
organ.i.sn1s, and has a rngh surface-area IO volume ra1.to. The waters of fish farms, usub.iiy 
with low-moderate current flow and enriched in nitrogen and phosphorous, allow rapid 
settling and growth of fouling. F Olding protection has successfully been achieved through 
h . .f . H . l . h .. t e use '~ox1c anti ou!anl.3. owever, L:ese are expt:r,srne. great u :ncrt,~se t e wew:L 

- .. ' J '-" 

f -;•.:... r d t '.-;r,1 ~--, • ·.' J .'.'£:' t '.,-p ,,,,co<> d ·~ ··,'r, L, th 1 .. , ... ," o ne:,,•ug, ,:n po e,1t;c..,1 cJivtronme,, .. a, e,:ec s ma,--.:: u,1..,u1 un esh,"-~,.,,~. 1,J e sa· .... .tou 

industry . .A..ndfouling trea.~•nents are al:::c ineffective in ~reventing th;;;; s~ttlement and 
growth of large masses of drift weed. Ai,. important and necessary tool for the 
management of fouling is an efficient mechanical cleaning system which can be operated 
without removal ofnE:t:.ing from the wate,. 

Underw'.:ter scrubbing of surfaces to re:nove fouling ha3 been eva!m~::d for ship hulls 
(Moss and Marsland, 1976a, b) and the internal surfaces of seawater cooled heat 
exchanger tubes (Nickels et al., 1981 ). This research has identified problems associated 
with brush cleaning. Nickels et al. (1981) found that the deaning process selected for a 
residual microfouling coP1.munity which regrew faster foJlowing repeated deaning. The:/ 
suggested that continued deaning over long periods may select :for an increasir,gly 
resistant microbial community. Moss and Marsland (1976a) found macroalgae regrew 
rapidly and in greater density within a short period following scrubbing. During 
scrubbing the majority of algae was effectively removed. However, small quantities of 
rhizoids and basal part:: of filaments remained, particularly in small crevices. Each of 
these remnants have the capacity to regenerate intc a new plant. Moss and Marsland 
(1976b) observed that cutting off Enterom01pha thalli just above basal rhizoids 
stimulated rhizoid growth and production of many new branches. Furthermore, during 
scrubbing, vast quantities of swarmers are released from· reproductive cells, and these 
immediately recolonise the surface (Moss and Marsland, 1976a). Thus it could be 
expected that the scrubbing of salmon.--cage netting may ultimately select for specific 
types of fouling that have the capacity to recover quickly. This regenerative capacity will 
have to be assessed in order to determine the frequency of cleaning and the design of 
brushes. 

In order to determine the effectiveness of mechanical cleaning it was necessary to 
develop a new technique which would quantitatively describe the removal and regrowth 
of fouling on the cages (Hodson et al., in preparation). Previous researchers have 
quantified fouling on netting either from wet weights of panels (e.g. Milne, 1975) or of 
communities removed from cages (e.g. Lee et al., 1985). However, removal of fouling 
from cages is both difficult and destructive. Blockage of netting has been assessed either 
subjectively ( e.g. Huguenin and A.nsuini, 1981) or by the measurement of seawater 
exchange (e.g. Gormican, 1988). This latter technique is both time consuming and 
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::::rnnp1':cx, g,J :n the marked c>anges > current within ·.::ages an::.;_~nd groups of 
1.979). 

with the brus> it ·;1'.,s found that of dose-up 
:. hotographs was ,1,, ---;--.-.0..··;:; r:iethod for quar ,~,r;-1.g -- .. e of netting. 

This method enables larg1;3 numbers of non-destr:.Ictive samples to be tak,:;n quickly 
across the surface of a salmon cage. It also provides a permanent record of the fouling, 
allows dominant species to be identified and counted, and permits multiple sampling of 
the same area. As samples are recorded in situ, the reduction in mesh area can also be 
quantified and related to reduction in water exchange. 

rresent study describes the the evaluation of th1;; tester. Remnants of 
fouling, regeneration damage to netting follo,,,ving cleaning are 

cliscussec. vvith regard to t' :·. tffecti,1e:~," ss of brush clu'.i1ing. application of 
unde.rv1?'f,' macro-photograp;1y and image ,malysis for the descriptim: f::Juling removal 
arct on netting are describe,<. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Hydroid removal 

The brush tec;ter (Fig. 1) was used on the eastern side of a 65 ff,(-:;tre cage (96 ply, 25 mm 
bar) on the 4 i:h of August, 1993. The cage had been immersed for 2 months and on the 
eastern face was heavily fouled with the hydroid Obelia australis. was chosen as the 
first test site because hydroids are reported to be more difficult to remove from cages 
than algae (Huse et al., 1990). 

Operation of the cleaner and collection of samples was conducted using SCUBA The 
cleaner was operated by one diver at 50 to 100 cm depth whilst a second diver, at 
approximately 4 m depth, held the net taut. The trial was conducted on the inside surface 
of the salmon cage with the cleaner held in a horizontal position. The cleaner was 
operated with the brush rotating downward. 

Both hard and soft bristles (both of shortest length) were tested, with 8 samples of 
cleaned netting collected for each. Samples of netting were cut from the cage, 
immediately placed into plastic sample tubes, and fixed for scanning elect.on microscopy 
(SEM) (Eodson and Burke, in press) within 1 hour. Variations in cleaning efficiency 
over the cage surface were minor. 

Damage to netting 

The mechanical cleaner was fixed to net panels (with new 96 ply, 25 mm bar netting), 
immersed over the side of a boat, and operated for 5 minutes. Both soft and hard bristles 
were tested (both of short length). Both bristle types showed damage over the area of 
contact, with no apparent difference between soft and hard bristles. Netting damage was 
also observed on samples taken from the cleaned cage during the hydroid removal trial. 
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A 65-metre circumference cage (96 ply, 25 mm Oar) was immersed on 1 November, 
1993, and an area on the northern face mechanically cleaned on 11, 17 and 24 
November. To create a taut surface for cleaning the cage was temporarily tied to the 
predator net on each occasion. The brush tester was operated with the brush in a vertical 
position (longest bristles, softest compound), and the area cleaned by making horizontal 
s·Neeps at increasing depths. To id~~~;~, 18 sample sites for r"?:::-'.".rtted observation nine 

:;;able ties were placed at S-1Jar '.t,te,va!s across the sampk: (apprc;;c::. 2 m x 2 m) 
1 and 1.5 m depth. P~ct,)graphs w.0; ·e taken on 24 No·len1Ler ('Virnediately after 

deaning) 26 November and 1 ,;•ccember. 

.Photographs were taken using 2~ l,n.}:onos-V camera with l 03 strobe, l :3 macro
extension tube and 1 OOASA, 36 exposure film. A black sheet was suspended behind the 
netting during photography to increase background contrast. Photographs were scanned 
into an IBM-pc (80486DX2-66) computer with an Epson® GT-6500 scanner and the 
software Epson Scan! (V. 1.30). Images were edited using Adobe Photoshop ™ (V. 
2.5.1) to give a distinct colour to the mesh holes and to remove material outside the 
s2:mple area. Each photograph represents a 76mm x 51mm area on the cage surface (Fig. 
2) (fixed by a frame attached to the 1112,;z·o-tube on the camera), and thus gives a size 
reference for the image analysis. Image analysis was conducted usint LDRISI (V.4.1), to 
determine the areas ( cm2) of fouling, and of open mesh. 

RESULTS 

Hydroid removal 

The cleaner was highly efficient in removing hydroids on those areas which were in 
direct contact with the brushes. Visible fouling was removed from the inner surface of 
the cage, and SEM demonstrated that microalgae and protista were also removed (Figs. 
3, 4). However, the outer and lower surfaces of the bars retained much hydroid fouling 
(Figs. 3, 4, 5). At these sites the stems of the hydroid colonies remained intact; only the 
hydranths ( regions bearing tentacles) had been removed. 

F!:mEing regeneration 

The repeatedly cleaned area developed commurut1es dominated by the red alga 
Antithc;-t:mion (Fig. 2) and the hydroid Syncoryne. The brush tester successfully removed 
nearly all of these types of fouling during all three deaning sessions. Any remnants left 
after cleaning caused almost no blockage of the mesh (eg. November 24, Fig. 6). 
However, this fouling regenerated quickly (Figs. 6, 7), and at 1 m the open area of the 
mesh decreased by 37% in 7 days, from 11.81±0.20 cm2 (approximately the total area for 
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t\,·Jo clean mesh holes) to 7.47±0.67 cm2 . The greatest amount of mesh blockage 
occurred at 1 m (Fig. 6). 

DISCUSSION 

Foufotg- n.'. :.,:oval and r': ;-::neration 

Both the hydroid removal and the fouhng regeneration tria1 demonstrated that the brush 
tester effectively cleaned the majority of fouling off the netting. However, remnants of 
hydroids were clearly visible on the outer surface of the cage, and the bulk of these were 
only sligi.dy damaged The regenerafr1e capacity hydroids is v1;~ll recognis";·.,. 
(Buckbaum et al., 1987). The colon;r,s which remafr1~d c,r, the outer ciad lower sid•,:_; of 
bars should recover quickly, however, the recovery of the ~mall remaini .. ~5 oasal areas oa 
the deaned surfaces (Figs. 8, 9, 10) may be limited. 

The smd' oieces of ak:,:te left on the ne;:ting during th 0, regeneratior: tria! quickly reg,J:/\N 
.! <,J A I,_. 

and caused significant blockage of netting after 1 week (Fig. 6). Repeated trials on 
different c;ages, mesh sizes, and during different seasons, will need tc, ~)e conducted to 
examine the speed at which other species recover, and thus determine the minimum time 
intervals between cleaning. The usefulness of this data could be further enhanced by 
correlation of mesh blockage with reduction in w,tter flow. General observations on 
fouling variation at Dover have shown that significant differences in fouling occur at 
different depths and sides of cages, and between adjacent cages. This large variatioti is 
beneficial to net cleaning trials as it should provide a suitable testing ground for the 
majority of fouling organisms that will be encountered in southern Tasmanian waters. 
Fallowing successful testing of the prototype net cleaner, a system for removing the 
debris created during cleaning will be constructed. The removal of these small fragments 
and reproductive cells should reduce the speed of recolonisation and thus fouling 
regrowth. 

Image analysis 

The image analysis technique has been improved following the regeneration trial, greatly 
reducing processing time. All current trials are conducted with a blue sheet suspended 
behind the netting which gives higher contrast with both the netting and fouling. As the 
majority of processes in the image analysis software can be run from the command line in 
MS-DOS®, batch files have been written to automatically analyse the fouling 
photographs. Consequently, the majority of user interaction is restricted to the scanning 
of the photographs, which is relatively fast (36 photographs can be scanned into the 
computer within 30 minutes). The ccrnputer automatically converts images into area 
of mesh blockage (crri2), taking approximately l hour per roll of film (36 photographs). 
During the analysis stage no user interaction is required. A full description of the image 
analysis process is in preparation for publication elsewhere (Hodson et al., in 
preparation). 
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The application of image analysis to determine open areas in netting is simpler than the 
counting of fouling organisms on flat panels, as the organisms may overlap or have little 
contrast with the panel surface (Wright et al., 1991). A further benefit of the method is 
that photographs are taken dose to the netting, allowing samples to be recorded in dark 

waters. Furthermore, the 2_:?,J any colours in a can be quantified 
IDRISI, and thus the a1 :.~~: of differer:t coloured fouling be c1:;termined. The 

ability to non-destructively fouli:g in situ, and th0: creation ((. permanent 
photcgt? ,:,be record for later refrx""".nce, provides an excellent f:,r net-fouling 
c.i:-i.alysrn. 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Mechanically cleaning netting in situ is a very efficient and effective method for 
fouling removal. 

" The long, soft type of bristle used in the net cleaner caused no damage to netting. 

,. brushes operating in opposite directions would increase ease of deaning. This 
would temporarily create a taut surface and also increase the area of contact that 
bristles have with the netting bars. 

• The use of image analysis of underwater macro-photographs is an excellent method 
for evaluating fouling removal and regrowth on netting. This novel technique will 
allow rapid evaluation of the prototype net cleaner. 

• Repeated trials on different cages, mesh sizes, and during different seasons, will need 
to be conducted to examine the speed at which different fouling species recover, and 
thus determine minimum time intervals between cleaning. This will allow assessment 
of different brush types and their effective operation. 

FUTURE .RESEARCH 

l) For the remainder of 1994 the efficacy of the prototype mechanical cleaner will be 
assessed. This work will be cornpleted by December, 1994. 

2) Nor:--biocidal eg. silicone-based) frmling inhibitors will be evaluated during the coming 
spring and summer. Large test panels on which the prototype cleaner can be operated 
will be designed. The fouling inhibition, increased ease of cleaning, and characteristics 
of fouling communities which develop on the antifoulants, will be examined. 
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Figure 1. The brush tester 

Figure 2. Macro-photograph of two mesh holes on 25 mm bar netting (Area = 76 X 51 

mm). As shown, the dominant fouling during the regeneration trial was by the alga 
Antithamnion. 
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Figures 3-5. lly<lroid 

communities remaining on 

netting after cleaning. The 

inner an<l upper surfaces 

are very clean, however 

the lower surfaces show 

many hy<lroi<ls. 
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Figure 6, Reduction in open mesh ?:rea during the 7 days following cleaning. 

Immediately following cleaning (24 November) the open mesh area at lm was 

11. l±0.20cm2, which represents almost compl.etel.y clean netting (cpprox. 2.5 rni2). 

Each point represents the mean of 9 samples. Bars = 95% confidence levels. 
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Figure 1. Increase in area fouled during the 7 days following cleaning. Each point 

represents the mean 9 samples. Bars= 95% confidence levels. 
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Figures 8-9. Absence of 

microalgal fouling after 

cleaning. The hydroid 

remnants which remain 

have been severed close to 

the surface. 

Figure 10 . Large 

hydroid community 

remaining on netting after 

cleaning. The hard bristles 

damaged the ne tting, as 

seen by the free filaments 

which project above the 

upper surface. 
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